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CALL FOR FARM LABORERS MADE
SCHOOLS TO REOPEN IF 75 VOLUNTEER
A committee composed of the landowners H.Y. Tanaka, K. Saito and Grace Miyamoto called on Mr. Shirroll Wednesday, regarding school children working on the farm. After some discussion, the committee agreed to make every effort to secure at least 75 women or on the farm at $16.00 a month, and to begin work Monday morning. IF 75 VOLUNTEER, SCHOOL WILL OPEN ON MONDAY, OCT. 26.

CLOTHES GIVEN
Each person volunteering will receive a woolen jacket when she reports to work.

REPORT MONDAY
Volunteers should report at once to the Placement Officer for assignments. Those assigned and ready for work will report Monday morning at 8 o'clock as follows:
- Those living in Blocks #40 to 59 will meet at Box #48.
- Those living in Blocks 5, 6, 15 to 17, 24 to 51, 56 to 59 will meet at Box #18.
- Those living in Blocks 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 22, 23, 32 to 35, 46 to 74 will meet at Box #21.

FARM CONFAB MAKES PLANS
With E. H. Reed and D. R. Subin head of marketing and production respectively from Washington, D.C., and R.A. Davison and C. E. Smirn production men from San Francisco, here for a three days agricultural conference with the Colorado farm hand, the conference came to a close Wednesday covering the agricultural enterprise.

The conference covered the inspection of the farm, consideration of problem facing agriculture in connection with the Project, and the development of next year’s production which included the following: producing food for subsistence near 100% as possible, producing livestock, food for meat and egg on this Project, production of seed crop, production of field crop to take up additional acreage, and production of such staple crop as to supplement other VRA projects.

CAUCASIAN PEN-PALS
Mrs. Raymond Booth of American Friends Service Committee has a long list of Caucasians who are interested in corresponding with nisei evacuees in various relocation centers.

Mrs. Booth and her husband traveled extensively around the country and have met many people who have never met a Japanese American before, and would like to understand the nisei and how well they are being treated in the projects.

Prospective correspondents may send their addresses to Mrs. Raymond Booth, 1668 Los Lunas, Pasadena, California. It is requested that the writer indicate his special interest as well as his age and sex.

WAR PARENTS MEET TONIGHT
Newly organized Parents of U.S. soldiers will hold a meeting in #7118 dining hall tonight, Friday, Oct. 23 from 7:30 p.m. This meeting will be held as an organization gathering for Ward 7.

All parents of soldiers now in the service who wish to become members of such an organization are asked to show up at the important meeting without fail.
AN EDITORIAL:

THE FIGHT FOR TOLERANCE

The United Nations scored another victory last Friday when Dr. Robert G. Sproul, dynamic president of the University of California, appealed for racial tolerance. Addressing the convention of California and Nevada Kiwonis International in Los Angeles, Dr. Sproul said, "...To win the war, it is inevitable that we must fight with all the fury in our souls against those who are our enemies."

"But to win the peace, it is equally imperative that we shall not visit hatred upon those who are really our friends as well as our fellow citizens, but whose misfortune it is that they superficially resemble our enemy people."

Dr. Sproul singularly stands out among world's foremost educators as one who has fervently championed the cause of racial minorities.

As a responsible head of the world's largest institution of its kind, he has worked ceaselessly to make the university with its campuses dotted throughout the length and breadth of the state, a real citadel of tolerance. He has worked hand in hand with those groups with similar purpose of freeing citizens from race discrimination.

His effort continued prior to and during the evacuation crisis and in no way has it diminished, but increased.

Immediately after the attack of Pearl Harbor, Dr. Sproul called the students on the Berkeley campus together and appealed for the American spirit of tolerance and fair play, and that "there are, among us, American students of Japanese ancestry who are not to be mistaken for enemy aliens."

Every effort was made to alleviate hardship in case of Japanese students affected by army proclamation. Making frequent frequent trips to San Francisco Presidio, Dr. Sproul pleaded with army authorities to allow, in particular, Japanese students to complete school in May.

Today, Dr. Sproul has not thrown down his gun. While the full resources of the University of California has been geared to meet the demand of the wartime government, the university sociologists and economists are already mapping post-war rehabilitation problems. "To find solutions for minority who become people without home through the exigencies of war," a study of west coast Japanese evacuation problems has been inaugurated by the university with a grant totaling $30,000.

Dr. Sproul, himself, is instrumental in the large number of student relocation to various eastern institutions as the western director of National Student Relocation Council.

Dr. Sproul deserves the continued admiration and support of all Americans of all colors. G.J.N.

FRIDAY

MANZANAR

Dancing, singing, speeches, fashion show, etc. added color to the opening of an amphitheater with seating capacity of several thousand..."Hog farming in Tule Lake became a reality with the arrival of 560", states their column. The next of that column.

RIVERS(SIHA)

Aiding the war effort by picking cotton are the Gila project evacuees...1,490 units of produce from Tule Lake has been shipped to Rivers cities to date. Not bad...Ex servicemen's club has been organized.

HEART MOUNTAIN

We sure would like to see Heart Mountain bulletin transformed into a regular newspaper and give us some competitive incentive....1063 colonists have gone to the beet fields.

POSTON

Contaminated soda water may curb sale of soft drinks states the Poston Bulletin. Drinking water is now pure and uncontaminated it adds.

MINIDOKA

"Cold weather comes to Hunt, Idaho in late December, much colder than back home." But not as cold as Tule Lake.

TOPAZ(Utah)

With a new masthead the Topaz Times comes out bearing strong resemblance to the Tanforan Totalizer. Yes, Tanforans are there.

GRANADA(Colorado)

A news bulletin has made its appearance announcing all its initial successes...4000 acre farm has been started...1040 evacuees were drawn by outside labor, 775 leaving camp.
FLOWER ARRANGEMENT

...an exhibition show by students at #2008.

The Floral Art Department requests that members bring their own material and chairs for the show.

Yuri-Go-Round

...an outside employment party.

...a send-off party was given to Yoshitohi Sakanuma and George Makimoto.

ADJUDGED THE BEST YET

...all dances, Ex-Sanitary Corps’ affair hit a new high in originality and elegance.

The hall was decorated with attractive chandeliers. Eye-catchy to all was the multi-colored revolving pillar which was brightened and dimmed throughout the evening.

Student's Welcoming Party

...the temporary shortage of medical personnel, it becomes necessary to request that regular patients do not come to clinics during the week of Oct. 26-31.

The Base Hospital staff will be able to care for only emergencies during this period.

KENTON COLLEGE

...in Gambier, Ohio is the destination of Ichiro Hasegawa who left Thursday morning.

YARN FLOWER AND HOME NURSING SIGN-UP TO OPEN

Sponsored by the Red Cross and to be conducted in Japanese, registration for home nursing will be held from Monday, Oct. 26, at 713-A.

Registration for the classes will be held at 3008 and 507 block manager.

The Floral Art Department requests that members bring their own material and chairs for classes.
FIRST WEEK FOOTBALL SCHEDULE IS GIVEN

Schedule for the first week of touch football play was disclosed by football commissioner Sabo Fujii. As the fields are as yet undecided, all teams are asked to contact Fujii for final details.

**Juniors**
- Saturday, Oct. 24
  - Isleton vs Zeros
  - Midgets vs Th-Bolts
  - Octo-Puss vs Ol'burg
  - Blitzes vs Seahawks

**Seniors**
- Saturday, Oct. 24
  - Block 52 vs Scorpions
  - Shamrocks vs Isleton

- Sunday, Oct. 25
  - Isleton vs Zeros
  - Y Midgets vs Th-Bolts
  - Octo-Puss vs CI'burg
  - Blitzes vs Seahawks

FOOTBALL RULES COMPLETED

11. Suspension of players and officials.
   a. Penalties will be imposed by the football commissioner for all unsportsman-like conduct on the field of play.
   b. The suspended player will not be allowed to participate in the next 2 games after the suspension.

12. All games will be played under the Tule Lake Football Rules of 1942.

13. Practice sessions must be registered at the Recreational Center, 1808, if the teams wish to practice on the league fields.

14. The umpire or the referee shall have full power while the game is in session, and he shall have the right to disqualify any players for unsportsman-like conduct on the field of play.

15. Winning team shall hand in the score sheets within 24 hours after the game. Saturday’s games will be due at 1808, Recreational Center on Monday mornings.

16. Recess periods: Between quarters—3 minutes
   Between halves—10 minutes
   Time-outs—1 minute

17. Only the 2 ends and the three backfield players are eligible for passes.

18. On each play the first pass from the center is eligible for all unsportsman-like conduct on the field of play.

19. The forward pass must be anywhere back of the scrimmage line to be legal.

20. The point after touchdown must be made either through the line or by a pass over the goal line.

21. For lining up of team for the extra point after touchdown, the line of scrimmage shall be by the 2 yard line from the goal.

22. Each team shall have 4 downs to make 20 yards or first and twenty.

23. The player carrying the ball must be touched with 2 (two) hands below the belt line to consist stoppage of play.

24. Substitutes:
   a. A player could reenter the game at any time.